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Synonyms for weasel word at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and
Word of the Day. Amazon.com: Weasel Words: The Dictionary of American ... Weasel word - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia Weasel words - the meaning and origin of this saying. Weasel Words: The colorful words that narrow
the range of thought, inflate language, avoid responsibility, alleviate the discomfort of a waffling speaker, make
the . a word used to temper the forthrightness of a statement; a word that makes ones views equivocal, misleading,
or confusing. Origin of weasel word. Expand. Weasel Word Definition of Weasel word by Merriam-Webster Urban
Dictionary: weasel words Aug 27, 2014 . In the past, Ive written about the dangers of biz-blab, cliches, and jargon.
However, Ive yet to write about weasel words--phrases that allow a ... Weasel Words :: Home An equivocal word
used to deprive a statement of its force or to evade a direct commitment. [From the weasels habit of sucking the
contents out of an egg without ... weasel words Definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary Weasel word
Synonyms, Weasel word Antonyms Thesaurus.com
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Weasel Words in Tea Descriptions and Marketing RateTea Weasel word - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Weasel
words that politicians use to obscure terrible truths . Define weasel word and get synonyms. What is weasel word?
weasel word meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary. Weasel word - definition of weasel word
by The Free Dictionary Watsons Dictionary Of Weasel Words - Random House Australia There are all kinds of
words that seem to pop up in your story while youre writing the first draft. They can make your writing sloppy, cause
confusion, and take up ... DAILY MAIL COMMENT: Blairs weasel words insult Iraq war dead Jul 15, 2015 . Weasel
words are words used to give a misleading impression of authority; weasel words are common in marketing, where
they can be harmful ... A new book from Don Watson listing the latest, the best (worst) weasel words and including
many contributions to this site has just been published. To read a ... Weasel is language that sounds wishy-washy,
even sneaky. It avoids saying anything definitively. Instead, every assertion is qualified to death. Words and ...
Weasel words. Refuting a common ploy to persuade people that evolution has been proven by computer. by
Werner Gitt with Carl Wieland. Oxford professor ... weasel words definition, meaning, what is weasel words:
something that someone says either to avoid answering a question clearly or to make…. Learn more. ?Oct 27,
2015 . Weasel words give the impression of taking a firm position while avoiding commitment to any specific claim.
Advertisements tell us that certain ... weasel-words - npm Watsons Dictionary Of Weasel Words, Don Watson. High
Res Cover Image. The brilliant and bestselling companion volume to Don Watsons Death Sentence Weasel words
are sly, cunning, and sneaky, says Kenneth G. Wilson. They lack integrity, and they conceal the truth. In the end
they say one thing but mean ... Weasel-word Define Weasel-word at Dictionary.com Weasel words - Creation
Magazine (critique of Dawkins) - creation . Noun[edit]. weasel word (plural weasel words). (pejorative) A word used
to qualify a statement so as to make it potentially misleading. [quotations ?]. 1900. Get Rid of Those Pesky Weasel
Words Weasel Word - Definition and Examples - Grammar & Composition A weasel word (also, anonymous
authority) is an informal term for words and phrases aimed at creating an impression that a specific and/or
meaningful statement has been made, when only a vague or ambiguous claim has been communicated, enabling
the specific meaning to be denied if the statement is challenged. Weasel word - RationalWiki Weasel words qualify
statements, weakening any real truth. Definition of “weasel words” The official Collins English Dictionary online.
Comprehensive and authoritative, rely on Collins for up-to-date English with insights ... Avoid Weasel Words - The
WriteAtHome Blog weasel word definition and synonyms Macmillan Dictionary Apr 1, 2013 . Weasel words are
expressions that attempt to make an unsupported claim seem authoritative. Its a way of making a point appear
more ... weasel word - Wiktionary Weasel words - meaning and origin. - The Phrase Finder Full Definition of weasel
word. : a word used in order to evade or retreat from a direct or forthright statement or position. Oct 13, 2012 .
Never believe anything until it is officially denied, is a useful saying, advising scepticism towards whatever the
government claims to be doing. weasel words - The Skeptics Dictionary - Skepdic.com Weasel Words - Changing
Minds HANDOUT: The Language of Advertising Claims Definition of “weasel words” Collins English Dictionary var
weasel = require(weasel-words);. var problems = weasel(Remarkably few developers write well.);. // problems - [{
index : 0, offset : 10 },. // { index : 11 ... Aug 7, 2015 . Weasel words are words or phrases used in an ambiguous
manner in order to make a point. This can also apply to selling a product or ... In particular, Ive created shell scripts
for catching three problems: abuse of the passive voice,; weasel words, and; lexical illusions. And, Ive integrated
these into ... Weasel Words You Should Always Watch Out For - The Write Practice weasel words. Language
designed to sound like something without actually saying anything... Deliberately so ambiguous or watered-down
as to be essentially ... 3 shell scripts: Kill weasel words, avoid the passive, eliminate . Oct 25, 2015 . To the families
of the 179 British troops and airmen who died in Iraq, however, Mr Blairs calculating, weasel words are an insult.
They are not ... ?The first rule of parity involves the Alice in Wonderlandish use of the words better . A weasel word
is a modifier that practically negates the claim that follows. 20 Corporate Weasel Words Inc.com
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